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What Are The Odds?

What is the largest building on earth? What bldg. is so centered
on planet earth it divides the land mass into 4 equal parts?
What building is aligned to true north more accurately than any
other on earth; (Meridian building, Paris Observatory…)? What
building’s height and sloping angles measure the distance between the earth and the sun?
What building’s diagonals measure the processional cycle ( 26,000
year cycle that changes the pole star) basically? What building’s
weight is in direct proximity to earth’s weight? What building
measures all of earth’s solar cycles many more times than can be
mentioned here? 365.242
What is the most astronomically aligned building on earth? What
building encompasses the laws of construction, engineering, architecture, masonry, geometry, & trigonometry with unrivaled and
untouchable precision?
What building is over 4500 years old and is the most comprehensively surveyed edifice on earth? What is the only enduring wonder of the ancient world? What is the #1 wonder of the ancient
world? The Great Pyramid of Giza (border) in Egypt.
The sacred inch used in the construction of TGP is correct to the
British inch to the thousandth of an inch.
What are the odds?
What are the odds the symbol on the back left side of the U.S.
dollar is not TGP? What are the odds that it is?			
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Measured by computer, the average height of earth’s land mass is
454 feet above sea level. In sacred inches or pyramid inches that
distance is 5449. The Holy Bible texts of Isaiah 19 verses 19 and
20 state a pillar (monument) will be at Giza (border) nearing time
of exodus for a savior (Moses) for freedom from the oppressors.
(TGP is still there) Isaiah 19/19-20’s Hebrew numeric value is 5449
As amazing is the GTP the capstone was never placed. It was
rejected : Psalms 118 v 22-23
22) The stone which the builders refused is become the head
stone of the corner.
23) This is the LORD’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes.
Here are some references to the chief corner stone ;			
Isaiah 8v14, Isaiah 28v16, Job 38v1-6, Zec 10v4-7, Jer 51v26, Acts
4v11, Ephe. 2v20, 1peter 2v6-7 Matthew 21v42, mark 12v10, Luke
20v18
Earth’s axis is spinning clockwise at 1000 miles per hour at the
equator, while orbiting around the sun counter clockwise at 1000
miles per minute.
Solar year
365.24235
Sidereal year 365.25636 20 minutes longer
Anomalistic 365.25986 25 minutes longer than solar year
										
Each side of the Great pyramid of Giza measures each solar year,
or all three measurements are given four times. I’m going to explain this to myself, it’s the only way. Let’s see here; each side of
the biggest man made(?) pile of rocks is measuring a 25 minute,
and 20 minute difference of a 365 day planetary cycle repeated
for centuries, over thousands, to millions of years . TGP has been
measuring this for 4500 years.
Please, think about this!
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The Barking Dog

1 John 2v18 (18) little children, it is the last time: and as ye have
heard anti- Christ shall come.
2 Corinthians 11v14 (14) And no marvel : Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light.
(Transformed is 3345 Strong’s concordance; disguised)
2THES.2 is excellent witness.
Revelations 12v9 (9) And the great dragon was cast out that old
serpent, the Devil* and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world:
he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with
him. Revelations 13v9 (9) If any man have an ear, let him hear (11)
I beheld another beast coming out of the earth and he had two
horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.
(The words “the Devil*” happens how many times
in the Bible? answered later)
Luke10v18 (18) And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven. (19) Behold, I have given unto you power
to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the
enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you.
Revelations 13v18 (18) here is wisdom, let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of A
MAN: and his number is six hundred threescore and six.
Sixth seal, sixth trump, sixth vial which comes before 7th trump,
7th seal, 7th vial. Six comes before seven (Satan shows up on this
earth before Christ impersonating him) 2 corinthians11v3-14. Isaiah 14/Ezekiel 28/job 41. Isaiah 14v16 (16) They that see thee
shall narrowly look upon thee, and consider thee, saying, Is this
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THE MAN, that made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms;

The No Fly Zone Unrevealed Rapture

Mark 13v14 But when you shall see the ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION, spoken of by Daniel the prophet standing where it (he)
ought not (let him that readeth undertand,) then let them that be
in Judea flee to the mountains.
Daniel 11v31 And arms shall stand on his part, and they shall pollute the sanctuary of strength, and shall take away the daily sacrifice, and they shall place the abomination that maketh desolate.
Daniel 8v23 And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the
transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce countenance,
and understanding dark sentences shall stand up.
24 And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power: and
he shall destroy wonderfully and shall prosper, and practice, and
shall destroy the mighty and the holy people.
25 And through his policy also he shall cause craft to prosper in
his hand; and he shall magnify himself in his heart, and by peace
shall destroy many: he shall also stand against the Prince of princes; but he shall be broken without hand.
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Revelation 6-7-8-11-16
7 SEALS
		
7 TRUMPS
7 Vials
1st seal: White horse Hail fire upon earth sore UPON men2nd: red horse
Fire cast Into sea
vial UPON sea3rd: Black horse
Star fell upon 3rd
3rdvial UPON rivers4th Pale horse
Sun smitten
4th vial UPON sun5th Slain 4 word/seal Stars fall UNTO
5th vial Upon seat6th Great tribulation Loosed angels 2 slay 6t Upon Euphrates7th Kingdoms become mystery of God finished/7th vial into air
If there was a rapture would it not have to be mentioned and
happen in a book called the unveiling, or revealing. The trumps
are chronologically correct/ seals are in order of significance/ they
all line up in order of time, significance and actuality on the 6th
trump,6th seal, 6th vial. (Satan’s arrival on earth impersonating
CHRIST.) Of all the trumps, seals, vials, nothing or no one is written to be leaving. Someone is lying. The reader is left to decide
who?										
										
1 Corinthians 15v52 the word “last” 2078 Strong’s “farthest, ends
of, last, latter end, lowest, uttermost.” The last trump is the 7th
trump, the trump of God, rev. 10v7 /Ezekiel 13v20			
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The Parable Of The Tares

RECAP
A man, the devil*, satan etc…, his children are running humanity
and the planet into the ground, through an all deceiving; murderous, thievering, disease(sorcery) inducing rampage, preparing the
way to save us at his arrival.

Genesis 3v3 But of the tree which is in the midst of the garden’
God hath said, ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest
ye die/// Touch 5060 Strong’s Hebrew: naga; naw-gah a prim root,
to touch, I. e. lay the hand upon (for any purpose; euph. To lie
with a woman). Genesis 3v15 “thy seed and her seed” seed is
posterity, offspring.
Matthew 13-38 The tares are the children of the wicked one. 39
The enemy that sowed them is the devil. ///sowed, 4687, from
4687 is 4690, sperma: male “sperm” by impl. Offspring. Matthew
3v7, 12v34, 22v33 Luke 3v7 “generation” ;1080,1081 offspring, to
procreate bear, beget. 2 Corinthians 11v3 the serpent beguiled
Eve 1818 wholly seduced/Genesis 3v15 And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed/
Genesis 5v1 Seth is firstborn of Adam/ 1 john 3-12 “Cain who was
of that wicked one”

MESSAGE TO THE WORLD: and the problem with all
Christian leaders, men of the cloth.
ISAIAH 56-10 His watchmen are blind; they are all ignorant,
they are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark, sleeping, lying
down, loving to slumber.v11 Yea, they are greedy dogs which
can never have enough, and they are shepherds that cannot
understand, they all look to their own way; everyone for his
gain, from his quarter.
(Someone should be warning you!)

John 8v44 Ye are of your father *the devil and the lust of your
father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and
abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When
he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own; for he is a liar and the
father of it.
Malachi 4v 5&6 Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before
the coming of the great day of the Lord (6) And he shall turn the
heart of the fathers to the children, and the heart of the children
to the fathers lest I come and smite the earth with a curse./// revelation 2v8&9 rev. 3 7-11, ///
I wonder what is being implied???
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Missing Capstone Suggested Significance

1 Peter 2v6: Wherefore, also it is contained in the scripture, BEHOLD I LAY IN SION A CHIEF CORNERSTONE, ELECT, PRECIOUS: HE THAT BELIEVETH ON HIM SHALL NOT BE CONFOUNDED.

All numbers have meaning in the Bible. The quickest explanation
is an example like, 40 years in wilderness, 40 days Christ tempted,
40 days and nights Noah ‘s flood. 40 means trial, tribulation, probation.
All numbers have a positive and a negative significance, some
side of the number’s meaning will be more prevalent in some
cases than others. Double digit or more numbers can be reversed
or flipped for more and deeper insight, also numbers can and do
have multiple meanings as Biblical numbers are concerned.

7. Unto you therefore which believe He is precious: but unto them
which be disobedient: THE STONE WHICH THE BUILDERS DISALLOWED, THE SAME IS MADE THE HEAD OF THE CORNER.
8. AND A STONE OF STUMBLING AND A ROCK OF OFFENCE.
(The whole world will wonder after the beast.)

As a Bible student I’m always looking for the message of the false
Christ. Does it bark? I don’t care how many kid’s that have gone
to heaven and came back. If they were there, they would bark and
tell you the false one is coming. It is not difficult to say The Devil is
about to be kicked out of the heavens with his angels coming to
play savior, prophet and all things to all people.

Jerimiah 51 verse 26: They shall not take of thee a stone for a
corner, nor a stone for foundations, but thou shalt be desolate
forever saith the Lord.

The Bible, the constellations, the great pyramid and the numeric
etc… all tell this message; The work of Christ and the return of
the false one before Christ’s 2nd advent.

JERIMIAH 51 Verse 26
The Great Pyramid of Giza slopes at 51 degrees – The interior
passages slope at 26 degrees.

The rest of this booklet is to show that same message simplified
in its astronomical, geometric, & numeric format.

1 john 2v18 Luke 10v18 2 Thessalonians 2 revelation 12-9,12v12,
13 Daniel 8-23 to 25, 9v27, 11v31, Mark 13, Matthew24, Luke 21,
Amos 8v11, genesis 3v15, Jerimiah25, 7 v26, Habukkuk 2 and
many more warning against a spurious messiah, world leader with
super natural abilities.
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The Great Pyramid

by 34.
34 The naming of a son, Identify This is a specific son, the son of
perdition of 2nd Thessolonians 2

The great pyramid of Giza slopes at:

51°51’14.3”

This angle makes the pyramid PI 3.14 of its perimeter as if it were
a circle or circumference. The PI geometric ratio pervades the
whole universe from the largest star, planets to atoms and the
cells in your body.
This sloping angle gives many measurements like the distance
between the earth and the sun, the solar year and much more.
The Great pyramid’s sloping angle numerically overlays with precision the Biblical event of:

2nd Kings 1

Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of the Lord Jesus
Christ, and by gathering together unto him,2 that ye be not soon
shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor
by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand.
3 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall NOT
come, except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin
be revealed, the son of perdition; 4 Who opposeth and exalteth
himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that
he as God sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself that he is
God.
Skip with me to verse 9 Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders.
The working of Satan because it is Satan, a man 666, the son of
perdition 34 doing miracles in Jerusalem in the generation 70 of
the fig tree 1948.

Let’s check out the meaning of the angle numbers: 51 repentance;
exercise your mind, divine revelation 14 salvation, deliverance. 3 is
the trinity.
The PI ratio: The Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit 3
			
Salvation, deliverance 14
adds up to victory 17
The sum number of 17 victory, 1+1+2 all the way up to 17= 153.
153 is divine complete victory, fruit bearing.
Adding the numbers of the Great pyramid’s angle 51+51+14+3=
119. 119 Lord’s day, resurrection This number 119 resurrection
falls short of 153 divine victory ( the number of men sent to Elijah)
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THE FALSE
CHRIST

(READ WITH BIBLE FOR BEST RESULTS)
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The Numbers

1948 = 2018.
I’m not setting dates; we are however in close range. Mark13,

Let’s check out 153: Aside from the mass miracle Christ blessed
153 people/The great Pyramid has a timeline that ends in the year
1914 at the floor of the King’s chamber (35th course of masonry).
From that point there are 153 courses to the unfinished top.
In the book of john 21v11, after the resurrection, Christ and disciples catch 153 fish. 2kings1- Elijah deals with 153 men. (previous
graphic).
The year 1782-the first time the back seal (pyramid symbol) is
rejected for the United States Dollar bill, it is approved in 1935 on
the 5th attempt, 153 years later.
The interesting thing with the angle is it makes The Great Pyramid
pi 3.14 of its perimeter as if it were a circumference, measuring
the solar cycle 365.242 so many ways, so many times, the distance
between the earth and the sun, and basically all earth is and has
been doing for the last million and I don’t know how many years.

The more you are familiar with the Bible the easier it is to understand, any scripture can be looked up on today’s tech. devices
as well as number’s biblical meanings. Most important of all, The
Gospel of Jesus Christ warns you of the spurious messiah, most
significant in this generation of 1948.
All this author is doing is looking at the numbers, and looking for
their biblical significance. The big numbers sometimes have to
be broken down and read one digit at a time, then two digits at
a time, and so on, at times the big numbers speak for themselves
for the most part, example: 144,000 from revelation 7, is 12,000
sealed from each tribe of Israel (of which Judah is one) that leaves
11 others. To get back on point, 100 is holy flock, 44 is chosen
people, 1000 is the period of time of millennium/ Think of the
parable of the 100 sheep/ Ezekiel 44 is all about the millennium/ a
day is as 1000 years with the Lord. ///
(the words ”the devil” happens 34 times in the Bible.)

The timeline ends in 1914, as a Bible student I’ve always wondered why not 1948, the year Israel became a nation which had
not been since 70 A.D. (Watch the numbers, they say a lot!) lets
add that I. d. # (naming of a son) 34 to 1914, and its 1948, Jeremiah 24 & 25, mark 13, Matthew24, Luke 21. I.D. (34) The false Christ
in the generation (70) of 1948 (fig tree). The platform was set up
to receive the spurious messiah (666) in Jerusalem. So; the sum of
the angle of the pyramid add up to 119 which when you subtract
from divine complete victory 153 gives you 34 which is the length
of the King’s chamber in feet. The King’s chamber is 17’ (victory)
wide, 19’ (faith/divine judgment) high, 34’ long, add the dimensions and you get 70 (generation, Israel’s restoration) – add 70 to
16
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The Gospel Of Jesus Christ

Revelation 19 verse 13; “And his name is called the word of God.”
Isaiah 28 verse 13;” But the word of the LORD was unto them
precept upon precept, precept upon precept; line upon line, line
upon line; here a little, and there a little” ///Micah 5v2

Bethlehem
MICAH 5v2
26
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The Great Pyramid of Giza is a Bible made of stone, simultaneously measuring mother Earth’s dimensions and cycles with precision, and completeness beyond astounding or expressible levels.
Both the descending and ascending passages slope at 26 degrees. As a straight line (Rhumb line) upon the earth the descending passage angle goes right through Bethlehem.

The 26,000 year cycle that changes the north pole star (processional cycle) changed from Draconis (dragon -revelation 12) to the
current Polaris, a few thousand years ago.
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Revelation 13v18 / Revelation 17/11
At the spring equinox on the 21st of March, 2141 B.C. the Dragon
star was directly lined up with the descending passage of the
Great Pyramid of Giza. Keep in mind this is the same angle for the
house of bread. Think of the garden of Eden and a seed being
sowed. The angle of the descending passage is : 26 18 9 7
Look at the graphics similarities; we have got a copycat on our
hands, a master impersonator, he is supernatural , he is a man.
When you go to revelation 1v10 John was in the Lord’s day, a
future day from your reading this right now, 666 is the number of
this man at the tail end of the generation of 1948 fig tree.

26 is Gospel of Christ in Biblical numerics 26 +26 =52 work of the
gospel- my personal take on 26 is that it is salvation teaching,(
milk) add the other 26 for the end game and full armor (meat) of
understanding.
Micah 5v2 “But thou, Bethlehem ” (house of bread) watch the
numbers please! Matthew 26 v 26 “Jesus took bread, and blessed
it, and brake it, and gave it to the disciples, and said, Take, eat;
this is my body”.
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Counting The Number Of A Man
ADD

26
2141 B.C.
2+1+4+1=8 Revelation 17v11 tells us the beast that goes into perdition is the 8th and is of the 7th ruler of Jerusalem in history. 8th
is released after the millennium Revelation 20 verse 7./// 8-2=6
March is planet mars (war) 600/// the angle 26+18+9+7=60 (earthly king) +6 (man) =666
The dragon will be an earthly king in Jerusalem on the sixth
trump, sixth seal, and sixth vial In the generation of 1948(fig tree)
Mark 13, Matthew 24, Luke 21 l. Daniel 8v25 with fake peace will
destroy many. Ezekiel 28v9 says Satan thinks he is God, but he is a
man in the hand that slays him. Rev 13v18; his number is the # of a
man.
All I do is look up the number’s meaning and add up the meanings to see what picture or story they tell. Let us go over the
angle: We add the numbers on the left and subtract them on the
right and put scriptures that apply as we think and search. The
number of the scripture’s chapter and verse does not need to
match the number or scripture, message being looked up, but
you will be surprised more often than not how they line up exactly.

+18

SUBTRACT
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8
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44
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Going Inside

This booklet is only intended to show how the pyramid overlays
the bible and its prophecies. The gospel of Christ, (26) and the
appearance of the false Christ, (26) before the true Christ (52). It
is simply impossible to state this too much! In Genesis 3v15 It is
stated’ “ It shall bruise thy head, and thou shall bruise his heel.”
The bruising to the head of the false Christ is at least 2015 years
future of the bruising of the heel, yet the bruising of the head is
mentioned first. (Both entities have to be present on earth at the
time of occurrence.) Christ was crucified on earth / The snake,
[antichrist] will be on earth to get his head bruised.
It is simply the same information at innumerable and different angles. In a strange way there is no need to go further, meaning the
top stone is missing, (Christ was rejected) He is a rock of offense,
and a stone for stumbling (The world will worship the Dragon
thinking He is Christ)/// but if you keep reading…, Romans 10v17
So, faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.

This graphic is a layout of the chambers and passages of the
great pyramid 1

John 6v55 For my flesh is meat indeed, and my blood is drink indeed. / Christ is the whole book including the warnings like Matthew 21v23 But woe unto them that are with child, and to them
that give suck/// Do not fall for the con of the spurious messiah.
We are simply going to look at the pictures, add the numbers and
put scripture where it applies.
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The First Picture

From the entrance the descending passage is about 3 ½ feet
wide, Revelation11v9, (Jonah & Christ). Now let’s read it in inches:
41.2132 inches, (I read mostly two digits at a time) 41[to be deceived],21[ the exceeding sinfulness of sin]. Please remember the
date for the Dragon star was down this passage, 2141 B.C. rev 12/
rev9 on and on. The next two digits is 32 (covenant) Deuteronomy
32 the song of Moses is the overcomers song, revelation 15v3//
John 10v10. The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill and
to destroy. The deceiver, the man of sin is coming to steal your
covenant {32] with God. The Man of Sin’s children have almost
stolen everything else, take a little look around.
The descending passage is 4 ½ feet high. 4 (the world) Revelation 7 verses 1-4// Read in inches52.7452: 52[Gospel work], 74
[the beast] 52 [Gospel work] again. It looks like the gospel armor
of Ephesians 6 v 10-24. There are a lot of people that know a lot
of scripture, but do not understand the chronological order of
events that consummates the end of the age. They just don’t
know how to bark. Isaiah; 56v10. Luke 10v19 Christ gave you
power over all power of the enemy.

The first picture is an overall layout of the passages and chambers
of the great pyramid. This second graphic is where we will start
counting. 2623 B.C. is the beginning of the construction of the
pyramid, it might be important to note that this period is some
time after Enoch, before Abraham, Joseph or the exodus period.
[26] gospel [23] death/ Hebrews 2v14/ Please keep in mind this
is this author’s way of interpreting the pyramid’s dimensions,
dates etc… The bible is not of any private interpretation/2 Peter1v20-21/ the scripture given is to document the digits. You will
surely have your own scripture to interpret the numbers. A little
warning! We’re going to see the same numbers in a very repetitious manner with the same message with many variations in
emphasis and severity.
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The descending passage goes down to a pit known as “the bottomless pit” revelation 11v7 among others. The actual distance
from the entrance to the end of that passage is 5449 pyramid
inches, same distance from the door to the King chamber’s last
wall, same as the height of the pyramid as it is for the average
height of all topography on earth, and last but not least, same
as the numeric value of Isaiah 19v19-20 stating the presence and
purpose of the pyramid.
Let’s go up the ascending passage.
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The First Ascending Passage

This upward passage also slopes at 26 Degrees, combining with
the descending passage for Gospel work or full gospel {52} Micah 5v2, Matthew 26v26/ it also has the same width and height.
The ascending passage is 123 ¾ feet long till the grand gallery.
123 looks like the trinity, also looks like the basics like our A, b,
c’s… this distance is especially positive in inches 1485.0068”: 14
[salvation], 85[holy communion], 00 eternity, infinity… on zeros, 68
[Victorious disciples].

Notice the 30.043, 30 is the blood of Christ, 30 pieces of silver
bought the potter’s field, Matthew 27v7,/ the number 4, price paid
4 the world, the number 43, means contention, public humiliation, and the abomination of desolation. Daniel 9v27, 11v31
(Satan’s role as anti-christ in generation of fig tree, 1948.)
The timeline at the great step ends in 1914, I wonder if anything
significant happened on December 23, 1913. Isaiah 28, and so
much more. To me it is the covenant with Death(Isaiah 28) as far
as economics is concerned. WW 1 started shortly after. 1914

The first ascending passage has a special masonic feature called
“girdle stones”, the distance between them is 206.06539 P. inches. 20, [expectancy- perfect waiting period-redemption], 60[prideearthly king], 65 [apostasy], 39 [disease]. Makes me think of Habakkuk 2 v3 For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the
end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait for it; because
it will surely come, it will not tarry.
The number 39 is very special , Disease, Revelation 18v 23; By thy
sorceries were all nations deceived. Revelation 9v21; neither repented they of their sorceries. Sorcery is Pharmakeia ; 5331 greek.
The grand gallery is 157 feet long, in between its ramps its width
is the same as the previous passages 41.2132”. I believe to the
great step the grand gallery is 153 feet, leaving 3 ½ feet. That
32 keeps showing up, in Daniel 9 when “daily sacrifice is taken
away”, whatever homage, respect is given to God this man will
steal it. The world will give and pay homage to him.
I’m getting a little ahead of myself, right before the grand gallery
is the Christ triangle and the passage to the queen’s chamber.
26
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Christ Triangle

Notice similarities in December 23, 3 B.C. and December 23,
1913, right before the 1914 timeline end of the pyramid. Who or
what was conceived, on December 23, 1913? The word became
flesh, John 1v14 on (December 23, 3 B.C.). “And his name is
called the word of God” revelation. 19v13 and at this point I feel
led to quote a banker; “Allow me to print a nations currency and I
care not who makes its laws” (Rothchild.) Christ curses the fig tree,
Matthew 21v19 after overturning money changers tables, Matthew 21v12. It is endless where you can go with this. My question
is; are printers of money lovers of money? 1 timothy 6v10/John
8v44/Luke 6v44/
After the Christ triangle is the queen’s chamber passage and the
queen’s chamber.

Let us move on to the Queen chamber passage, the passage is
divided into two parts, the first part is 1305.2246 inches. Let me
first state my personal overview of the queen’s chamber/ we just
went over the Christ triangle, and now is the time to get wisdom
(Proverbs), out of ten virgins, only five had enough oil (Matthew
25) to make it. Matthew 7v21/It is easier to do the will of God
when you learn the will of God. Zechariah 8v16, Jerimiah51v45,
Jeremiah 6v17 and many more.
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Wisdom

him that hath understanding, count the number of the beast, it is
the number of a man, 666.
It is that simple, the whole Bible, all of this information, all the
construction in the pyramid, all of earth’s cycles is this warning of
the coming spurious messiah, and how to overcome him and his
system by the blood of the Lamb.

Wisdom & understanding: There are two portions to the queen’s
chamber passage, the first one has a length of 1305.2246 inches,
When the numbers are long I read the first three digits, then two
at a time. 130 imperfection, failure, curse- 52 gospel work-24
priesthood, also 12 patriarchs, 12 disciples-46, God is in control,
shaking, reconstructed life.
The height of the first portion is 46.9880inches: there is that 46
again, it’s a great shaking, it’s Elijah returning to turn the children’s
heart to the fathers, Malachi 4v6 (notice the chapter and verse
numbers/ When the chief corner stone falls on someone it grinds
him to powder, the word “powder” is to winnow, separate, Luke
20v18 among others. 98 blind religious leader, 80 prayer, Son of
man. The length in feet is 108- God alone can save.

Let’s read the solar cycle: 365.24235; 36-enemy, 52- gospel work,
42- Lord’s first and second advent also prophecies concerning
evil or darkness, 35-hope, suffering servant. Please remember the
years of Enoch’s life; 365.

QUEEN’S CHAMBER

The first passage drops 20.6066 inches to begin the second passage 20, wisdom, distress, redemption, perfect waiting period- 60,
earthly king, pride- 66, Idol worship, # of books in the bible.
The second portion of the queen’s chamber passage is 216.5668
inches//18 feet.
216-Holy of Holies, brotherly love gone/ 56- awake from slumber,
slumber/68 victorious. The height of the second portion is 67.5946
inches. 67- Gentiles praise God/59 rich oppressor, perseverance/46
The total length in feet of the queens chamber passage is 126
feet- Saved from wrath. Proverbs 4v7: wisdom is the principal
thing; therefore get wisdom: and with all thy getting get understanding. Let’s go to revelation 13 verse 18: here is wisdom; let
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The Queen’s Chamber

Length: 226.67256 226; endless strife- 67; gentiles praise God- 25;
payment for sin, forgiveness or 22; light, disorder, sons of light-66;
idol worship- 72, evangelists, disciples sent 2 by2- 56; awake from
slumber, hard heart-22 and the number of man; 6.
Width: 206.0659 206; loss of tribes- 06, eternity, man-59; perseverance/// When you read this distance two digits at a time it is very
revealing, sharpen up for me, please!
20: wisdom – 60: earthly king- 65: apostasy- 9: Judgment
Here is wisdom; an earthly king will cause a great falling away
from whatever one may or may not believe in, then the end will
come. Revelation 13, 2thes.2, daniel8-9-11, genesis 3v15, the
whole bible is this message, over and over again. Mark 13, Matthew 24 , Luke21,…
(Please note, this message is to all of humanity regardless of whatever.) If you are in a flesh body, Christ is not on earth. Proverbs
7v5: That they may keep thee from the strange woman (apostate);
previous verse proverbs 7v4, (74; the beast) Say unto wisdom,
Thou art my sister; and call understanding thy kinswoman.
The north and south walls are 184.2642; get ready!
184: Believers sleep- 26: Gospel, salvation teaching, (Milk)-42: Evil
man, prophecies concerning darkness. (Please remember Matthew 26v26, Micah 5v2). Give them the full Gospel; warn them
about the spurious messiah. That distance is 15 in feet, 15: restIsaiah 28 v12, Isaiah 29v13
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All of Christian churches, never get around to teaching the bible,
Is the pope telling anyone about antichrist? Are the television
preachers? They are minced meat for the Evil Man (42), milk is
great(26) for babies- (unlearned Christians) asleep(184) waiting to
be slaughtered (deceived) by smooth talking, miracle wielding
imposter(666). The east and west walls are 243.7504 243: Saints
crowned- 75: missionaries- 04 eternity, earth or 24: priesthood-37:
word of God- 50: Holy Spirit-4 the world/// Habakukk2v14, happens at and after the 7th trump, 7th seal, 7th vial (777), Revelation
11v15 and many more.
These two measurements are in feet 51 and 56- 51: repentance,
remember the angle of the pyramid 51, 51, 14.3/ second kings
chapter one: 51 men + 51 men+ 51 men// 51: repentance, divine
revelation-repentance means to exercise your mind/think about
it differently/ look at things at this different angle. Now the first
two groups of 51 men received a divine revelation in a really bad
way, (consumed by fire from heaven) the third group of 51 men
fared a lot better, aside from the morbid humor, 1 Corinthians
10v11 These things happen to them as examples for a warning to
you upon whom the end of the world is come. (The generation of
1948;[fig tree]).
(Please, remember this angle is a perfect angle that is pi 3.14
measuring the planet, the solar cycle, the distance to the sun and
endless other deadly accurate measurements of the third stone
from the sun.)
The queen chamber has a corbelled recess called the Niche, its
height is the same as north and side walls.184.2642 (Believers
sleep, milk, evil man.)/// The niche is 41.21319 deep, or extending eastward. It is a very small fraction off of the sloping passages,
41.2132; (A thousandth of an inch, I think.) Let’s read it: 41; to be
deceived/ 21; exceeding sin/ 31; offspring/ 9; judgment
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The Niche

Refer back to the parable of the tares, then go over the parable of
a certain householder, starting around Matthew 21v33, it ends at
verse 41- Then top it off by reading 42
41.21319, I like to read it: the deceiver, the man of sin, and his
children will get their reward. Refer to churches of Smyrna, and
Philadelphia in revelation 2 and 3
Who can speak the secrets of the universe while revealing (astronomical, geometric, mathematical…etc…) knowledge within a
thousandth of an inch over millennia???
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Leaving The Queen’s Chamber

The east and west walls are 56 feet, 56: hard heart, awake from
sleep; Isaiah 56v10 dumb dogs that cannot bark, sleeping, loving
to slumber, greedy dogs.
It is only my opinion that humanity will never hear the end of this,
ever! It is that important!
Jerimiah 23/Malachi: and many, many other scriptures warning the
pastors of Christian faith. Amos 3 &4/Amos 8v11: The famine for
hearing the words of the Lord.
As we are leaving the queen’s chamber we are travelling 126 feet
again (saved from wrath). 100: holy flock/ John 10v16; And other
sheep I have, which are not of this fold: them also I must bring,
and they will listen to my voice, and there shall be one fold, and
one Shepherd./// And we pick up another 26 for 52: gospel work,
or full gospel, Matthew 26 v26/Micah 5v2 for the tribes of Israel,
and all of humanity = one shepherd, one fold.
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Let’s exit the Great Pyramid of Giza- we are going to re- enter and
journey more prepared through the upper chambers. There are
17 steps to the entrance, had they continued there would be 153.
When you add the trinity [3] to salvation [14] Which is PI, you get
victory [17] of which the sum number is 153//when you add the
angle of the pyramid 51 repentance + 51 repentance+ 14 salvation + 3 the Trinity = 119 Lord’s day/resurrection day// 119 falls
short of 153 divine, complete victory/ fruit bearing by 34, naming of a son; Son of perdition; 2Thes.2. If you want to know more
about the deceiver 41, the crocodile/ leviathan /read Job 41, the
last verse is interesting verse 34, That’s Job 41v34/// It’s all about
identifying your adversary “The Devil” of which the words “the
Devil” occurs how many times in the Bible?; yes, 34.
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Re-entering TGP
MATTHEW: 27 V 51, 52 and 53.
51; And behold the veil of the temple was rent in twain, from
the top to the bottom; and the earth did shake, and the rocks
rent; 52; And the graves were opened, and many bodies of
the saints which slept arose, 53; And came out of the graves
after his resurrection, and went into the holy city, and appeared unto many.

Ok, let’s go back in; 2623 B.C., Hebrews 2v14-/// 482; worship of
false Gods///688; Everlasting kingdom///adds up to 1170/1000;
tribe//170; graven image.
We are moving fast, this book is not comprehensive, or exhaustive in its interpretation… it is more of a faith builder and guide to
better understand the Word of God, The Holy Bible.

27 is preaching of the Gospel, 51 is repentance, divine revelation,
exercise your mind/ 52 is work of the gospel, full gospel, the Body
of Christ (Matthew 26/26, the angle that you are in right now, as
the ascending and descending passages slope at 26/26, were going back out as a straight (Rhumb) line across the globe, through
the middle of Bethlehem: Micah 5 2/// this surely is a faithful witness 53, a rock you can stand on, Isaiah 28- the grand gallery is 28
feet tall. 28: Eternal life.
Remember the width of the passages 3 ½ feet or 41.2132“///
At its widest the grand gallery is 7 feet; 7 is spiritual completeness-/82.4264, 82; Throne of God- 42; evil man/prophecies of
darkness/ 64 fellowship broken.

2141 B.C. is when & where the counting begins at the scored
lines, one inch representing one year./// 1453 B.C. is the exodus;
145; compassion- 3; The Trinity, or 14; salvation- 53; faithful witness, read Isaiah 53,- please remember numbers can be flipped
or reversed; 53 faithful witness is now 35 suffering servant, The
upper chambers rest and the timeline ends on the 35th (suffering
servant) course of masonry: From that level there are 153 courses
of masonry.
Let’s go up the ascending passage, its 1485 inches. Let’s do
1; which is self-explanatory-485; Lord judges- or 14; salvation85Holy communion. This is really special since the Christ triangle
is next, leading to the queen’s chamber, while simultaneously
opening up to the grand gallery.
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The Great Step

earthly king will (have intelligence with them that forsake the holy
covenant) Daniel 11v30, that is to say deceived Christians delivering their kinfolk to death ( Satan as savior), they are deceived
because they have been taught, all you need to do is believe (26)
so the world will be deceived by an earthly king (60).
This height 35.7627” is the expansion factor/ the whole pyramid
is purposely askew, to perfectly overlay scripture. TGP shows the
negative state of human history, present situation, and coming
comeuppance. John 1 v1-13
Within the height measurements of the pyramid and missing capstone are found the time it takes light to travel the mean radius
of the earth’s orbit around the sun; 8 minutes 13.36 seconds and
the speed of light. John 8 v12 then v 13/ verse 12: Christ tells the
priest He is the Light of the world- verse 13: the priests tell Christ
He is lying.
The door and passages are to the left or east of the center of the
pyramid: goats to the left and sheep on the right; Matthew 25 v
33/ Malachi4v6
Something special happens when you add the height of the
capstone (35 suffering servant) to its length (61, Jesus, King of the
Jews, Isaiah 61), you get 96; new song to God, 96 is 3 x 32 (covenant): Deuteronomy 32, the song of Moses, the overcomers
song, Revelation 15v3 ( watch the numbers please!).

At the end of the great gallery is the great step.
The actual capstone was larger by the same distance, height of
the great step; 35.7627, 35; suffering servant- 76; prophets- 27;
preaching the gospel.

There is just so many places to go with these numbers, Revelation 21v23 And the Lamb is the light thereof. Every subject matter of the Bible gives you book names with numbers (chapters
and verses) simultaneously the Great pyramid overlays them and
simulcasts measurements of earth and the cosmos. Matthew 21v
42/Psalms 118 v22.

The length of the great step; 61.62660: 61; Jesus, King of the
Jews-62 Jerusalem- 66 idol worship or 616; alone among the
proud- 26 gospel-60; earthly king/// The Elect will stand, the
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Ante Perspective

It is all about the warning, avoiding the deception. There is no
reason to think about what is in the King’s chamber, or what awaits
one that arrives there. Let’s go back to the first low passage, and
re- enter the ante chamber

After the grand gallery is the great step (which we just covered),
the first low passage then the ante chamber, I feel it is important
to examine and know about the ante chamber before entering
it. The width is same as the passages 41.2132 inches/ above the
paneling (wainscot), the width is 65.2560
It’s the same numbers, but slight changes in the numbers themselves and where we are inside the structure, and our very life
experiences make the bible, TGP show you more meaning, insight, revelation, as historical, prophetic, pertaining to this life and
spiritual etc... Here is the example 41.2132: to be deceived 41,
is sin 21, study your Bible 32. /// Now, 65.2560: 65; Apostasy, the
great falling away of 2thes.2///
25: Forgiveness of sins, thrones, God and 24 elders, unending
blessing to the people/// 60: pride, earthly king.
There is a slab of rock (2 actually, one atop the other) in the ante
chamber called the “granite leaf” with a horseshoe shaped seal
or boss, measuring 25 sacred inches or 1 sacred cubit.
It is the pyramid’s standard unit of measurement. The earth’s polar
radius measures 10,000,000 sacred cubits or 250, 000,000 pyramid
inches. Please allow me to simplify; the very imperfections of the
planet as earth is not a perfect globe, are precisely measured and
accounted for in the great pyramid.
Keep that 25 in mind: Throne of God and 24 elders. Revelations:
4v 4
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The Number 13

shows up first/ you are not tempted, the false Christ is an abomination Daniel 9v27 and 11v31.
The passages down and up to the top of the great step into the
first low passage are in limestone, the limestone continues into
the ante-chamber for 13.2273 inches.///
Let’s examine this number 13 a little closer, it is indeed special
as biblical numbers are concerned. On the positive, 13 is associated with double portion, the two sons of Joseph; Ephraim and
Manasseh becoming 12 and 13th tribe of Israel instead of Joseph.
The Great Pyramid covers somewhere near 13 acres, The U.S.A.
has 13 all over its history and symbols. Is it a far stretch why we
use a pyramid on our money, is it TGP. , just any Egyptian pyramid, one from Mexico or just a random symbol?
13; rebellion, lawlessness, forgetful, double portion, two-fold
promise,///
Add 13 to 41=54; false teaching or 13 + 52 = 65 (apostasy) The
great falling away from ones belief or non-belief; 2nd Thessolonians2,
It is right before the true Christ’s return that the world will wonder
after the beasts both political and religious (a man doing miracles). Revelation 13, and verse 13
That man is the dragon; the word dragon is found 13 times in revelations, Romans 1v28-32; Of the 23 (death) characteristics listed,
the 13th is haters of God.

After the great step is the first low passage: It is 52 inches by 41
inches: the work of the Gospel (52), and to be deceived (41), If
you understand that Anti-Christ come first, you have full gospel
and prepared for all good works which cannot be stolen, (It is very
easy to digress because so many points can be made, scripture
should be filling your mind right now!) Revelation 3v10; keep full
gospel (52) and Christ will keep you from the hour temptation that
shall come upon the whole world. You know it is not Christ that
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THE GRANITE LEAF
After all we have gone over, we have a rebellion (13 inches of
limestone), when you look straight ahead you run into the granite
leaf with the sacred cubit (25). All I can think of at this point is, “a
rock of offense”, “stone for stumbling”, Christ the chief corner
stone, that rock that will break, and grind to powder, there are
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other scriptural references.
In my opinion after the granite leaf is all devastation, the full cup
of God’s wrath, for those who worship the beast (instead of Christ)
and his image. It is the day of Jacob’s trouble. Jeremiah 30v7, The
majority of all Biblical prophecies are about this trouble happening in and to the generation of the fig tree (1948, baby boomers).
Since the the timeline ends in 1914 at the beginning of the first
low section, I added 34, the pyramid angle falls short of 153 by
naming of a son (34) which is the length of the King’s chamber in
feet, as in the king of Babylon.1914 +34 =1948, However long is
the baby boomers generation, they will not pass away till all those
things be fulfilled. Mark 13
///// 70 is another number of considerable interest, as generation,
and prophecy is concerned. Jerimiah 24 states that after 70 years
of servitude to the king of Babylon, God will throw the book and
everything in the book. When the king chamber dimensions are
added it equals 70. In Luke 10v17 And the seventy (70) returned
with joy, /// next verse Luke 10 v18: And He said unto them, I
beheld Satan as lightning fall from Heaven. Watch out! There
are two Christs and the fake is first on this earth in this generation.
The limestone continues for 13.2273.
22 is double 11; disorder and chaos- 73; Babylon world rule!
(confusion world rule)
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I Am That I Am

The preceding graphic shows the ante- chamber, the king chamber and passages. It shows some of the differences between the
two, the ante- chamber is where the 13 inches of limestone enter
into. Notice how more coherent (for lack of a better word) the
ante chamber seems to be as far as the solar cycle is concerned.
It is ineffable for me to attempt to convey the colossal monstrosity that is this deception upon humanity. The spurious messiah will
have one astounding hologram with his new world order, it is better before the fact to hear or read about this. Revelation 13
Isaiah 65v3 “Provoking God to anger continually to His face” and
many other scriptures.
////////// You see, the enemy , his angels, his children and all that
side with them indoctrinate (covertly) their victims into a religious
rite, it happens in broad daylight until the final indoctrination,
and the final sacrifice ( the two witnesses, revelation 11), The word
MYSTERY; Babylon; rev 17v5 is that secret indoctrination.
The world will think they are already with Christ when the true
Christ returns, it will be the biggest shock ever. That is why the
hour will come as a thief in the night 1 Thes. 5v2, among others.
What does God ask from you? Hosea 6v6
Your love and knowledge of the book, then warn your neighbors
when possible. Jeremiah 51v45/ Isaiah 62v6/ revelation18v4 come
out of confusion (Babylon).
For this is the love of God, that we keep his commandment: and
his commandments are not grievous. 1 John 5v3: Look at those
numbers 153.
Now we going to look at the ante-chamber, at yet another angle.
Wide is the gate that leads to destruction, strive to enter the trait
gate.
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The Ante Chamber

Here we are still, in the ante chamber; notice the limestone 13
inches in the room+ the height of the 1st low section 52 =65
apostasy, but we already covered that.
Let’s examine this perfect circle: 365.242 inches of circumference
and solar cycle, and Enoch’s life on earth/// Let’s read the solar
cycle again: 36 enemy, 52 work of the gospel, 42 evil man and
prophecies concerning darkness.
There are many scriptures with 3.14 PI in them, I feel these 3
summarize well the ante chamber, the Great Pyramid, the Bible,
humanity, your life and the earth age itself.
Genesis 3v14 the snake (a man) put’s a seed in Eve. On his belly
(state of degradation) he will go.
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Ante Chamber Overview

be simpler? It is strange how people have trouble believing this.
The second low passage 101.0463 inches, 8 in feet, 8 is new
beginnings, the millennium has begun. 101; rebellious cast out,
there is the great shaking 46, God’s wrath 63.

As a Bible student that talks to people, it seems everyone has
trouble believing Satan impregnated Eve. If a tree is known by its
fruit, [Luke 6v44], does not all history every day testify, of these
fruits and the trees that bring them [John 8v44]... And then the
next verse summarizes history and demise of the seducer [26] and
the price paid by Messiah [26] Genesis 3v15

We are going to move a little faster because the story is told. Let’s
go into the King’s chamber.
At least to me the King’s chamber is the King of Babylon’s, the
abomination that makes desolate; Daniel 9v27- 11v31/// After
Satan, fallen angels, his children, the sons of Cain, the locust army
etc… have gone through, the earth and humanity will be desolate
indeed. You are about to witness it.

This is the whole story in a nutshell, it is second only to the top
parable, the parable of the sower, the one to be understood, if
one is to understand the others Mark 4v13. The first thing would
be to hear it,( the word of God), then to believe it, by a little
studying it gets pretty solid, a sure foundation etc.. Matthew 13 is
that parable of the tares.

This is why the preparation to get in and through the ante chamber; that extra 13 inches of limestone added to the height 52 of
the first low passage tells or adds to 65; apostasy. Harvested out
of season/ 5 foolish virgins/ wrong wedding garment/ wrong wedding/ etc…

EXODUS 3 v 14 And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and
He said, thus shall ye say to the children of Israel, I Am has sent
me to you. /// John 8 v 58 Ok, let’s check out 2 Corinthians 11
verses 3 then 14

Then there is the granite leaf; one would physically duck under it to get to the king’s chamber, (bypassing Christ to get to
Satan), in ignorance, Mark 13/ A stone of stumbling, a rock of
offense, 1 Peter 2v8, “stumbling at the word”.

3 But I fear, lest by any means as the serpent beguiled Eve
through his subtlety, so your minds should be corrupted from the
simplicity that is in Christ.

It is written many will make that mistake, Daniel and revelations
and many other scriptures, foretell of this event.

The word “beguiled” is 1818 in Strong’s concordance Greek dictionary; Wholly seduced.

2 Peter 3v9
Let’s go into the king’s chamber:

14 And no marvel; Satan himself is transformed into an angel of
light.
Once again the entire earth age is summarized, The word “transformed” is 3345: disguised. As the scripture comments; could it
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The King’s Chamber

The coffer’s dimensions:
external 				interior length:
89.80568………………………..........78.1 inches
width: 38.59843……………………..26.7
height: 41.21319…………………....34.31
int. capacity: 78.1 x 26.7 x 34.31= 71,545.6 cubic inches

The length of both low passages, the ante chamber, and the King
chamber is 56 feet;( 56- stupor, slumber or awake from slumber,
Isaiah 56v10). Do not let the repetition bother you. I believe its
design is to drive home the point. Jeremiah 31v33.

Ok, let’s have some fun:
89, son of David-80, prayer; son of man- 56, awake from sleep- 8,
new beginnings.
Wow; Jesus is making intercession for us, to awake before He has
to bring the hammer down.
78, miraculous signs-138, slavery-59, rich oppressor-84, court of the world-3 trinity- 26
gospel- 7 spiritual completeness
Matthew 24, Mark13, Luke 21
41, the deceiver- 21, the man of sin- 31, his offspring-9 judgement.
Just in case we missed it, 34 name the son of perdition, appolyion-31 offspring, Kenites, 1 chronicles 2v55, john 8v44 now let’s do
the interior capacity:
78.1, miracles by that one. 26.7 quoting gospel, scripture, all lies,
7 spiritual completeness. The false Christ will look like the real
thing. 34, naming of a son, 31, offspring = 71, judges-54, false
teaching- 56, slumber, or awake from sleep.

The king chamber is 412.1319 inches long: Here its different than
the queens chamber, 41, deceiver, 21 man of sin, 31 his offspring,
9 judgement has arrived.
Width:206.0659: 20 redemption, perfect waiting period-60 earthly
king, the proud- 65, the apostasy, Mystery Babylon,-9 judgement
has arrived.
Height: 230.3887: -230; disgraceful acts-03; the beast, the false
prophet, and the dragon, 3 frogs, (revelation 16v13)- 88 righteous
afflicted; 7 ; spiritual completeness, or 23; death/ conception-38
slavery-87,saints assembly.
These measurements are in feet 34/17/19: naming of a son-victory- divine judgement.
The Coffer
There is a lid less coffer in the king’s chambers, to me it’s like an
empty treasure chest, it’s the same size as the ark of the covenant
only empty. I do not want to digress but all of the United States
units of measurement come from it.
What are the odds of that ?
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That 26.7 is to me a perfect collection of lies, spewed by the false
Christ- all from the Bible, twisted just enough; example: Luke 4
v10: He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee (“ in
all thy ways” is omitted by the devil), verse 11 And in their hands
they shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy foot against
a stone.( Here he adds “ at any time”) psalms 91.
The diagonal of the inside bottom of the coffer rises parallel to
the pyramid’s face 51 51’ 14.3”
The capacity of the coffer holds 4 quarters, or 128 pecks or 32
bushels (English measurements). Deuteronomy 32 (covenant,
Testament #), Song of Moses, revelation 15v3, 14v3
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Conclusion

Jeremiah 6 v17; Also I have set watchmen over you, saying, Hearken to the sound of the trumpet. But they said; we will not hearken.
It is all about hearing, reading and counting information, data, intelligence gathering. As it is written “It is marvelous in our eyes”,
check out the links “the great design”, “Great Pyramid interesting
facts” on wordinstone.com.
It started for me, with the book “great pyramid decoded” and;
” A Study in pyramidology ” both by Raymond Capt. A little bit
before then I started studying with Shepherd’s Chapel , P.O. box
416, Gravette, AR 72736 /// 1800-643-4645 free introductory offer:
“ mark of the Beast”

your house to get your coat- It is a season of the locust from May
to sept. Joel chapter 1 and 2. During the reign of the false one
the delivery; religious tribunals of those who do not believe, will
take place and every language will be simulcast and understood
by all. Act 2 verse 8. Mark 13v11, genesis 3 v15”bruising bruising of his head” then Revelation 11 will take place. Check out the
next graphic. Let us flip 34 the naming of a son to 43 contention,
public humiliation and the abomination of desolation( 43 is the
son of perdition’s role as world leader in this generation, he is an
abomination and will make you desolate if you allow it). He is a
thief, a liar and murderer. As you read revelation 11 and look at
the chart you can see it all match up.
After 3 ½ days of celebration the world will witness a… Public
Resurrection! Revelation 11 verse 15
And the seventh angel sounded; And there were great voices
in heaven saying, The kingdoms of this world are become the
kingdoms of our lord and of his Christ; and He shall reign forever and ever.

Artisan publishing in OK carries related works.
It is my most sincere hope that you find this booklet helpful, Its
only purpose is to help understand and show the Bible as reality,
The Great Pyramid structure itself is only a witness, to its missing
apex, The Lord Jesus Christ, the real one, not the upcoming fake
that the world will whore after!
Why study the King James Bible? With a Strong’s concordance
you have the most direct link to the original languages.
Let’s recap some chronology; In this generation of the fig tree
1948, (The average American lifespan is 77 years), The reign of
Anti- Christ has been shortened to 5 months, (revelation 9v5,
9v10). In Mark 13, Christ says when you see the abomination of
desolation that Daniel the prophet talks about, don’t go back in
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The Great Pyramid of Giza Measures:

Isaiah 53v1; Who hath believed our report? And to whom is the
arm of the Lord revealed?
Isaiah 28 v17; Judgement also will I lay to the line, and righteousness to the plummet:

When first built there were approximately 144, 000 casing stones.
Revelation 7 v 4
TGP measures the average height of earth, the curvature, density,
mean temperature, ocean level, most accurate to true north even
at 4500 years old, centered at earth’s land mass quadrant.
All of earth’s solar cycles are measured, diameter, radius, circumference… we could be at this for a long time.
Distance from earth to sun, gravitational constant, sun’s radius,
mass of the moon, speed of light …

Job 38; 1 Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind and
said;
4 Where wast thou when I laid the foundation of the earth? Declare if thou hast understanding?
5 Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou knowest? Or who
hath stretched the line upon it?
6 Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened? Or who laid
the Corner Stone thereof;
Psalms 40 v 7; Then said I, lo, I come: In the volume of the
book it is written of me. Hebrews 10 v 7

Orbital velocity of solar system relating to the Milky way galaxy;
The largest building on earth with enough masonry for 30 empire
state buildings sitting on 13 acres.
The courses of masonry show the table of elements and their
atomic weights which brings me to an interesting observation: Joseph of Arimathia in whose tomb Christ was buried was a miner of
tin; Tin’s atomic weight is 118.71. That is fairly close to 119 (resurrection number)… it is only an observation.
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Final Thoughts

There are many works, websites etc… on the Great pyramid, Biblical numerology and associated subjects, it is an ongoing work of
discovery and knowledge. There will be and are discrepancies in
various aspects.
It is however because there are a lot more cohesive similarities,
and downright astounding, soul shaking, precise connectivity
between the Bible, the Great pyramid and the constellations; that
this subject is so driving, and awe inspiring.
It is a puzzle! The internet has vast sources of information that can
be used as tools to piece together this puzzle to any level, depth
and aspect ever even conceived or wished for. I hope this booklet
has been helpful in that. I enjoyed bringing it to you.
I would like to close with John 4 v 14.
But whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall never thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of
water springing up into everlasting life.

2141

21 Exceeding sinfulness of sin
41 to be deceived. Job 41
141 Are you teachable?
214 spirit, clean, pure: Hebrews 2v14
2000 Boundary to promise land
				height of pyramid
				
value of Isaiah 19-19:20 (pyramid verse)
				average height of earth

5449

5000 Matthew 14v21
449 Man hides from God
400 Genesis 15v13
544 The rich (with ill gotten gains) will be destroyed
54 False Teaching
Micah 52
Matthew 26v26
Matthew chapter 1 and 2 up to verse 6
Nahum 1v2-6
1 Peter 2v6
126 = Saved from Wrath
From the Christ triangle to the Queen’s chamber is 126 feet.
My interpretation of the number 113 = Foolish Virgins
					
Deceived Flock
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7x7 YEARS
BEFORE JUBILEE
REST OF LAND
ON 7TH YEAR
SECRET SOCIETY
CHOSEN PEOPLE
MURDERERS
FALSE
TEACHING

9

JUDGEMENT

4

ALAS

4

ALAS

WORLD

WORLD

5

GRACE
REV 18V10-16-19
49 FATHER’S LOVE, THE TIME OF THE END.
BEGINNING OF NEW CYCLES.
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449
MAN HIDES FROM
GOD
544
THE RICH
(WITH ILL
GOTTEN GAINS)
WILL BE DESTROYED

ROMANS 11V33-36
COULD THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA’S
ARCHITECT BE THE COLLECTIVE AUTHOR
OF THE BIBLE IN WHOM...
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WE TRUST

Jeremiah 23v7&8
16v14-21

WHAT ARE THE ODDS?

